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Abstract 
Sakai, M., Non-(w, w,)-regular ultrafilters and perfect x-normality of product spaces, Topology 
and its Applications 45 (1992) 165-172. 
In this paper we give a topological characterization of non-(w, w,)-regular ultrafilters by means 
of perfect K-normality of product spaces. For a countably incomplete uniform ultrafilter p on 
A > w, we prove that p is not (w, w,)-regular iff Y,, x D’ is perfectly K-normal for each cardinal 
7, where D={O, l} and Y,> is the subspace consisting of the point p and all isolated points in 
PD(A). As corollaries, (1) Y,, x D”I is not perfectly K-normal for each uniform ultrafilter p on 
w, , if we assume V = L or MA,, , (2) Woodin’s model contains a uniform ultrafilter p on w, such 
that Y,, x D’ is perfectly K-normal for each cardinal 7. 
Keywords: Uniform ultrafilter, (w, w,)-regular, regular, product space, perfectly K-normal space, 
Klebanov space. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class: Primary 54B10, 54C50, 54A25; secondary 54A35 
We assume all spaces considered here are completely regular and Hausdorff. 
Unexplained notions and terminology are the same as [3]. As usual, a cardinal is 
the initial ordinal and an ordinal is the set of smaller ordinals. For each natural 
number n, we denote by w,, the nth successor cardinal of w. 
A space X is said to be perfectly K-normal if the closure of each open subset of 
X is a zero-set of X [14]. The class of perfectly K-nOrtd spaces is broad. Every 
extremally disconnected space is perfectly K-nOrt& and the product of any number 
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of metrizable spaces is also perfectly K-normal [ 141. The concept of perfect K- 
normality is independently introduced by Blair and Terada under different names 
[l, 161. They showed that a space is perfectly K-normal iff every open set is 
z-embedded, where a subset S of a space X is z-embedded in X if each zero-set 
of S is the restriction to S of a zero-set of X. The letter K in “perfectly K-nOrITId” 
does not mean a cardinal. 
The square of a perfectly K-normal space need not be perfectly K-normal. For 
example, the two arrows space of Alexandroff and Urysohn [3,3.1O.C] is perfectly 
K-normal, but the square is not. Because if the square is perfectly K-normal, then 
the diagonal of the square is a zero-set, hence the two arrows space must be 
metrizable. 
We call a space X a Klebanov space if the closure of every union of zero-sets of 
X is a zero-set of X [12]. This definition was motivated by the following Theorem 
A which generalizes Scepin’s result. Obviously every perfectly normal space is a 
Klebanov space and every Klebanov space is perfectly K-normal. Since ,&I, the 
Stone-tech compactification of w, is extremally disconnected, it is perfectly K- 
normal. But @I is not a Klebanov space [12]. 
For some product theorems of perfectly K-normal spaces or Klebanov spaces, 
see [12]. 
Theorem A [8]. The product of any number of metrizable spaces is a Klebanov space. 
Yajima generalized Klebanov’s theorem. Recall that a a-space is a space with a 
cr-locally finite net and the tightness of a space X is countable if for each A c X 
and x E A, there is a countable subset B of A such that x E fi [3]. 
Theorem B [17]. The product of any number of paracompact u-spaces is a Klebanov 
space if the tightness of each finite subproduct is countable. 
Let A be an uncountable cardinal. An ultrafilter p on A is called uniform if each 
member of p has cardinality A, and p is called countably incomplete if there are 
countable members of p with the empty intersection [2]. Note that every uniform 
ultrafilter on A is countably incomplete if A is nonmeasurable, because D(A) 
is real-compact if A is nonmeasurable, where D(A) is the discrete space of 
cardinality A. 
For a countably incomplete uniform ultrafilter p on A, we set YP = {p} u D(A) 
with the subspace topology of PO(A), where /3D(A) is the Stone-Tech compac- 
tification of D(A). 
We remark that the point p of Y,, is a G&-point in Y,,, because p is countably 
incomplete. The space Y, has a a-closure preserving base (i.e., M,-space), hence 
Y, is a paracompact a-space. 
In this paper we are interested in perfect K-normality of product spaces. The aim 
of this paper is to show that perfect K-normality of product spaces relates with a 
model of set theory. In fact, we show that Y,, x D Wt is perfectly ~-normal iff p is 
not (w, w,)-regular, where D = (0, l} with the discrete topology. 
We need some definitions and comments about regularity of ultrafilters. For 
infinite cardinals Y and p, an ultrafilter p on A is called (v, p)-regular if there is 
an 9~ p such that I91= p and intersections of v members of 9 are empty, and p 
is called regular if it is (w, A)-regular [2]. It is known that there is a regular ultrafilter 
on A and every regular ultrafilter on A is countably incomplete and uniform [2, 
Lemma 7.111. Keisler asked whether all uniform ultrafilters on A are regular [7]. 
Keisler’s question naturally came from the interest in the cardinality of ultrapowers. 
It was shown in [ 131 that every uniform ultrafilter on w, is regular if Giidel’s axiom 
of constructibility V = L is true. Jensen (unpublished) extended the result of Prikry 
for each w,. Magidor proved in [lo] that there is a nonregular uniform ultrafilter 
on w2, assuming the existence of a huge cardinal. Moreover, Laver showed in [9] 
that MA,, implies that every uniform ultrafilter on w, is regular, and on the other 
hand, Woodin’s model contains a nonregular uniform ultrafilter on w,. See also 
[4]. Thus the existence of a nonregular uniform ultrafilter depends on a model of 
set theory. 
For a space Y, x X, we set L,, = {p} x X and for an open collection Ou = {U, : (Y < A} 
in X we set u(%)=IJuCh ({a}~ U,) and Z,,(Q)= U(%)nL,,. U(Q) is an open 
set of Y, XX. 
The following lemma is easy (cf. [l, 161). 
Lemma 1. (1) Let Y be an open dense subspace of a space X. Then X is perfectly 
K-nOrmaf if the closure in X of every open subset of Y is a zero-set of X. (2) Every 
dense subspace of a perfectly K-normal space is perfectly K-normal. 
Lemma 2. Let % = { U,, : CY < A} be an open collection of a compact perfectly K-normal 
space X. Then U(Q) is a zero-set of Y, X X ifsZ,(%) is a zero-set of L,. 
Proof. We assume Z,(Q) is a zero-set of L,. We can represent U(Q) = Z,(Q) u 
_ 
(Uac* ({aI x UC?)). S ince the point p is a G,-point of Y,,, Z,,(q) is a G,-set of 
Y,, x X. Since X is perfectly K-normal, each I!?, is a zero-set of X. Hence U us h ({(Y > x 
0,) is also a G8-set of Y, XX. Thus U(Q) is a G8-set of Y, x X. Since Y, x X is 
normal [3, 5.1.361, U(Q) is a zero-set of Y,, xX. The converse is trivial. q 
From Lemma l(1) and Lemma 2, we obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. Let X be a compact perfectly K-normal space. Then Y,, x X is perfectly 
K-normal #for each open collection Q = {U, : a < A} of X the set Z,,( %) is a zero-set 
of L”. 
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Lemma 4. Let F be a subset of h and {A,: (Y E F} a collection of nonempty subsets 
ofa compactspaceX. Then Fisa memberofpi#U,,r({a}xA,)n L,, isnot empty. 
Proof. Note that F is not a member of p iff F is closed in Y,,, and the projection 
rr : Y,, x X + Y, is a closed map. 0 
Lemma 5. Let % = { LJm : a < A} be an open collection of X = fl,,, X,, where each X, 
is compact. Let (p, x) be an element of Z,,(Q) and V a neighborhood of (p, x) in L,,. 
Then there is a collection W = { W,: a <A} of basic open sets of X such that Z,,(W) 
is not empty andZ,(‘W)c VnZ,,(%). 
Proof. Take an open neighborhood G of (p, x) such that G c V. By Lemma 4, 
A = {a < A: G n U, # $3) is a member of p. If cr E A, then we choose a basic open 
set W, of X such that W, c G n U,. If (Y is not in A, then we choose an arbitrary 
basic open set W, of X. We set W = { W, . cw<A}.ByLemma4,2,,(7V)isnotempty 
and Z,,(‘IV)c VnZ,,(%). 0 
Lemma 6. Let X =n,,, X, be the product space of compact metrizable spaces. Let 
Q = { LJ,: (Y <A} be an open collection of X. If Z,,( %) is not a zero-set of L,, then 
there is a collection W = { W, : a < A} of basic open sets of X such that Z,,(W) is not 
a zero-set of L,. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then Lemma 5 implies that there is a subspace Y of 
L,, such that Y is the union of some zero-sets of L,, and Y is dense in Z,,( “21). Since 
L,, is a Klebanov space by Theorem A, Z,,(Q) must be a zero-set of L,.,. 0 
From Lemmas 3 and 6, we obtain the following proposition. 
Proposition. Let X be the product space of compact metrizable spaces. Then Y,, x X is 
perfectly K-normal ifffor each collection W = { W, : a < A} of basic open sets of X the 
set Z,(W) is a zero-set of Lr, 
For an infinite cardinal T, we denote by [T]<” ([T]‘~) the set of all finite 
(countable) subsets of T. 
Lemma 7. Let p be a countably incomplete uniform ultrafilter on A > w. The following 
are equivalent : 
(1) p is (w, w,)-regular; 
(2) there is a function cp: A + [w,]~” such that for each y < co,, 
{a<A: YE(P(~)}EP; 
(3) there are an uncountable cardinal 7 and a function cp : A + [T](~ such that for 
eachCE[~]SWwecan$nda YET-Cwith {cu<A: y~cp(a)}~p. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is known [5]. For the completeness, we give 
the proof. (l)=+(2) From the assumption, there is a subcollection {F,: (Y < w,} of 
p such that intersections of infinite members are empty. We set (p(a) = 
{p<w,:a~F~}foreacha<h.Eachcp(a)isafiniteset.Foreachy<w,,{cu<A: YE 
cp((Y)}={(Y<A:aEF,}=F,Ep. 
(2)+(3) is obvious. 
(3)+(l) From the assumption, there is a subset M of 7 such that IMI = w, and 
{a<A: r~cp(cu)}~p for each ysM. Put F,={cu<A: y~cp(a)} for each REM. 
Then n,,,. F,, = B for each countable set C of M. Hence, p is (w, w,)-regular. 0 
The following theorem gives a necessary condition for a space X to have the 
property that Y, x X is perfectly K-norrId. 
Theorem 8. Let p be an (w, t_~)-regular ultrafilter on A > W. Let H be a subset of a 
space X which is written as H = n,_ ~ U,, = n,_,-, i?, with some open subsets U, of 
X. If Y,, x X is perfectly K-normal, then H is a zero-set of X. 
Proof. Since p is (w, p)-regular, there is a function cp : A + [ p]Iw such that for each 
Y+, {a<A: r+(a:)k~. Define GZ=fIpCPCn, U, for each (Y <A. We set G = 
lJcr_h ({a} x G,). Then G is an open subset of Y, x X such that {p}x Hc C?. If 
XEX-H, then xeX- 0, for some y<p. Let F={LY<A: y~(p(~)}. It is easy to 
see that ({p} u F) x (X - L?,) is a neighborhood of (p, x) which is disjoint from G. 
Thus {p} x H = ({p} x X) n G. This means H is a zero-set of X. 0 
For a space X we denote by w(X) the weight of X [3]. 
Corollary 9. Let p be a regular ultrafilter on A > w. If Y,, x X is perfectly K-normal 
and w(X) C A, then X is perfectly normal. 
Corollary 10. Let p be a regular ultrafilter on A > w and X is a countably compact 
space with w(X) s A. Then, Y, x X’ is perfectly K-normal tfsX is metrizable. 
Proof. Recall that the product of a metric space and a perfectly K-normal space is 
perfectly K-normal [14] and a countably compact space with a G,-diagonal is 
metrizable [3, 4.2.B]. 0 
Now we prove the following main theorem. 
Theorem 11. Let p be a countably incomplete uniform ultrafilter on A > w. The following 
are equivalent: 
(1) p is not (w, w,)-regular; 
(2) Y, x X is perfectly K-nOrmZl for each X, where X = fl,,, X, and each X, is a 
separable metrizable space; 
(3) Y, X LY1 is perfectly K-normal. 
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Proof. The implication (2)+(3) is trivial. It is easy to see that (3)*(l) is true by 
Theorem 8. We prove (l)+(2). 
Assume the contrary of (2). Namely Y,, x X is not perfectly K-normal, where 
x=n,,, X,, and each X, is a separable metrizable space. Let cX, be a metric 
compactification of X,. Then Y,, x X is dense in Y,, x n,,, cX,. By Lemma l(2), 
Y, X&E, cX, is not perfectly K-normal. Thus we may assume that each X,, is a 
compact matrizable space. By Proposition there is a collection W = { W,: a <A} of 
basic open sets in X such that Z,,(W) is not a zero-set in L,. Since each W, is a 
basic open set in X, there exist an F, E [7](” and an open subset W; in X, for 
each j3 E F, such that W, = {x E X: x0 E Wi , p E Fu}. We define a function cp : A 3 
[T]<” by q(a) = F, for each a <A. L, is a Klebanov space, but Z,,( Zy-) is not a 
zero-set in L,,. Therefore, there is a point (p, w) E Z,,(W) which satisfies the following 
condition: if Z is a zero-set in L,, and (p, w) E Z, then Z -Z,,(w) # 0. We show cp 
satisfies property (3) in Lemma 7. Fix C E [T]““. If we set 2 = 
{p}x{xEX: x, = w,, ar~C}, where w=(w~~)~<_ then Z is a zero-set in L, and 
(p, w) E Z. Hence Z -Z,,(W) # 0. Take a point (p, u) E Z -Z,,(W) and a basic open 
neighbourhood U of u such that {p} x 0 n Z,,( u’) = 0. We set U = 
{XEX:.QE U,,p~F}forsome FE[~]‘” and some open set U, in X,, ,G E F. Put 
F,={p~F:wa~U~}and F,={~EF:w~EX~-U~}.T~~~ F,f0and F2nC=0, 
because of w E X - U and (p, u) E U n Z respectively. By Lemma 4, A, = 
{a<A: Un W,=0}Ep.Notethat Un W,=0iff Wt_“nUp=OforsomepEFnF,. 
Thus, 
A,={o<h: Wp”nUCI=OforsomepEFnF,}Ep. (1) 
We set V = {x E X: xp E U,, p E F,}. Since V is an open neighborhood of w, by 
Lemma4,A,={cu<A: VnW,#@}ep. Notethat VnW,#Biff W;nUpfOfor 
every p E F, n F,. Thus, 
A2 = {a < A : Wg n UP # 0 for every /3 E F, n F,,} E p. (2) 
By (1) and (2), A, n A2 c {a < A: F2 n F,, f 0) E p. Since F2 is finite and p is an 
ultrafilter, there is a y E F2 such that {(Y < A : y E F,} E p. By Lemma 7, p is (w, w,)- 
regular. This completes the proof. q 
In [6] Kanamori and Taylor showed that, in the presence of CH, an w-separating 
ultrafilter p on A > w is non-(w, o,)-regular. For the definition of w-separating 
ultrafilters, see [6, Definition 1.11. We get the following corollary. 
Corollary 12. Assume CH. Zf p is a countably incomplete w-separating ultrajilter on 
A > o, then Y, x D’ is perfectly K-normal for each cardinal T. 
Corollary 13. Let p be a untform ultrafilter on w, . The following are equivalent: 
(1) p is not regular; 
(2) Yr X D”‘l is perfectly K-normal; 
(3) Y, x D’ is perfectly K-normal for each cardinal r. 
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We note the space pII x D“‘I is not perfectly K-normal. This fact is a con- 
sequence of the proof in [ll, Theorem 5.61, see also [15, Theorem 181. The proof 
needed compactness of /3D(w,). But we can prove the fact without using compactness 
of ED. Let p be a regular ultrafilter on w,, then Y, x D”I is not perfectly 
K-normal by Corollary 13. Since each dense subspace of a perfectly K-norrrd space 
is perfectly K-normal, pD(w,) x D“‘I is not perfectly K-normal. 
Combining Corollary 13 with the results of Jensen and Laver [9] quoted before 
Lemma 1, we have the following. 
Corollary 14. If we assume V = L or MA,, , then Y, x D“‘I is not perfectly K-nOrrtd 
for each uniform ultrajilter p on w, . 
Corollary 15. In Woodin’s model, there is a uniform ultrajilter p on w, such that 
Y, x D’ is perfectly K-normal for each cardinal r. 
Remark. The z-tightness zt(X) of a space X is the smallest cardinal A with the 
property that for each family % of zero-sets in X and x E U%, there exists “Ire Ou 
such that JZrJ s h and XEUY [12]. It was showed in [12] that if zt(X) = w,, 
w( Y) G w, and X x Y is a Klebanov space, then Y is perfectly normal. Therefore, 
if p is a uniform ultrafilter on w, , Y, x D”l is not a Klebanov space. 
Question. Let p be a nonregular uniform ultrafilter on w, . Is it true that Y,, x D( w,)~I 
iS perfectly K-not’ITEil? 
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